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Chapter Seven

Conclusion

Person-to-person transmission of bacteria is the single most important means for
the dispersal of antibiotic resistance among patients hospitalised in health care
institution as well as populations outside of hospitals. Since no new antibiotics
are being developed and very few novel compounds with antibiotic properties are
currently being discovered it will take many years before new medicines would
become available for the treatment of antibiotic resistant infections. Modern
medicine, however, relies on effective antimicrobial chemotherapy as patients
undergo increasingly challenging interventions such as implant and transplant
surgery, advanced cancer therapy or intensive care treatment. If no new antibiotic
will become available any time soon the only way of tackling this void would be
by addressing the dispersal of resistance by transmission. If the introduction of
antibiotic resistant bacteria into hospital could be controlled and postponed, the
existing antibiotic therapies can be effective for longer.

Many of the conventional measures to control antibiotic resistance rely on
standard hospital infection control, in order to reduce person-to-person transmission
during direct or indirect contact between patients. Very few control measures or
guideline recommendations consider reducing transmission by changing the contact
structure between patients and health care workers. One of the few examples of
minimizing contact between patients is staff cohorting: the reduction of the number
of different patients per health care workers (and vice versa), thus reducing mixing
of patients in hospital Austin & Bonten (1999), consequently reducing the rate of
transmission.

We here provide an alternative to guidelines that rely on direct hospital infection
control, by altering the structure of patient contacts. This prevents many of the
contact events required for transmission to occur, making the whole health care
system more resilient against outbreaks of hospital-associated pathogens. This
opens a novel approach towards better understanding of transmission and helps in
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the design of trials by quantifying the effects attributable to interventions. The
results in this thesis deliver new approaches towards intervention measures to
mitigate the dispersal of resistant bacteria and other hospital-associated pathogens,
by revealing the underlying structure of crucial transmission networks.

We have shown that referral patterns of patients which move between hospitals
have a non-trivial impact on the dispersal of hospital-associated pathogens that
are frequently antibiotic resistant. Thereby, we introduced a novel metric ’the
infectious relative indegree (IRI)’ as an important measure for asymmetric hospital
interconnectedness, as we have shown in chapter 2. IRI measures the fraction
of potentially colonised patients among all admitted patients. These potentially
colonised patients have been previously admitted to a different hospital and have
therefore an increased chance of carrying a hospital-acquired pathogen on secondary
admission. Only a fraction of these patients will be required to successfully introduce
and subsequently spread the pathogen in the hospital for the pathogens to be
maintained in the population. Hospitals with a higher IRI, often teaching or
university hospitals, are therefore at higher risk of encountering the pathogen and
are expected to show higher prevalence. The central position of the university and
teaching hospitals makes them ideal candidates for extra investment in infection
control.

That hospital network dynamics have a role and are not purely theoretical could
be demonstrated in chapter 3. Model predictions based on the observed patient
movements through a national hospital referral network largely coincided with
the reported incidence of MRSA in hospitals. We could show that IRI correlates
well with the MRSA bacteraemia rates in English hospitals, recorded as part
of the Department of Health (DoH) mandatory MRSA reporting scheme. As
a consequence of the community structure of typical national hospital referral
networks, MRSA bacteraemia rates are also affected by the rates in other hospitals
of the same health care collective. These health care collectives consist of hospitals
that exchange more patients with each other than with other hospitals in the patient
referral network. Most of the readmitted patients a hospital receives thus originate
in hospitals from the same collective. If the other hospitals in the collective suffer
higher MRSA rates, the number of MRSA introductions will therefore be higher,
resulting in higher intra-hospital prevalence. It is therefore important that infection
control efforts are regionally coordinated, with the necessary transparency about
the colonisation status of patients not only on admission but also on discharge for
all health care institutions in the collective.

The structure of the patient referral network can be used to mitigate the dispersal
of hospital-associated pathogens without direct infection control efforts. Lowering
the total number of exchanged patients between hospitals will of course diminish
the net dispersal. This may not be a feasible option because, in general, many
hospitals are specialized and do not provide treatment for all possible conditions.
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7.1 Policy implications

Patients requiring specialist care will inevitably be referred. However, a nation-wide
spread of hospital-associated pathogens can be diminished by keeping patients
within the naturally evolved health care collectives, and in chapter 4 we have shown
that this can be done by redirecting only a relatively small fraction of patients.
Along the same line, the dispersal will ultimately accelerate, if the national health
care utilisation structure is altered by creating supra-regional specialist centres,
which are –as a matter of fact– planned for the Netherlands.

Apart from trying to change the patient referral patterns as a means of mitigating
the national dispersal of hospital-associated pathogens, the structure of the patient
referral network can be used to inform a strategy for setting up sentinel surveillance
in hospitals as an early warning system for emerging hospital-associated pathogens
such as high risk clones with important resistance, virulence or tenacity traits.
Some hospitals have a high probability of encountering new infections early in an
epidemic, because of their inherent position in the patient referral network, making
them ideal candidates for sentinel surveillance. As we have shown in chapter 5,
a randomly selected set of hospital would take considerably longer to detect the
incipient national dispersal of high risk clones.

When evaluating the spread of hospital-associated pathogens, the patient referral
network should be taken into account, because any incident case in one hospital
can very well be part of a larger outbreak, including multiple hospitals. In chapter
6 we put our observations to the test, by applying a new clustering algorithm.
We could assess the dynamic spread of certain clonal lineages of MRSA through
Dutch health care institutions on the bases of data that are routinely collected in
National Reference Laboratories. We could also attribute differential transmission
probabilities to different clones that co-circulate in the patient populations and
assess potential reservoirs of community-acquired MRSA from the frequency of
isolates unrelated to clusters. If the data would have been analysed at the single
hospital level, a large part of the spread would have remained undetected.

7.1 Policy implications

7.1.1 Hospital specific investments

The patient referral network has a clear hierarchically distributed structure, in-
dicating that few receive most and many receive little. This gradient calls for
investments in infection control tailored to individual hospitals. Extra investments
in infection control in hospitals that share patients with many other hospitals
may have a relatively large effect Karkada et al (2011), whereby admission and
discharge screening would benefit entire health care collectives.

Long term care facilities (LTCFs) were not considered in our network analysis,
but their position in the patient referral chain can be deduced from our analysis.
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LTCFs include rehabilitation centres, but most importantly also institutions for the
health-care for the elderly. They are generally smaller than hospitals but there are
more of them. Importantly, most if not all of their patients will have been referred
from an acute care hospital. Thus it is expected that LTFCs will have a rather
high IRI, and therefore a high prevalence of hospital-associated pathogens among
their residents. This will eventually put them into a position where they may
collectively serve as a reservoir for hospital-associated pathogens if their patients
are reintroduced into the referral network. The LTCFs should therefore attain a
high priority in decision about where and how to invest in infection control.

7.1.2 Regional infection control

The clear community structure of the two national hospital referral networks that
we were able to analyse, indicates that most patient movements occur between
peripheral hospitals and regional referral centres. This necessitates a regional
approach to the organisation of infection control efforts. This collaboration should
include all health care institutions that are part of the regional health care collec-
tives defined by the network analysis of natural patient movements. Between all
participants within these collectives, complete transparency about the colonisation
status of patients on admission or discharge is needed for the control of the spread
of hospital-associated pathogens to succeed.

Furthermore, regional health care collectives should be empowered to cater
for most patient needs in terms of specialist diagnostics and treatment. This
would make the entire network more resilient against the national dispersal of
hospital-associated pathogens, by obviating unnecessary patient referrals between
regions. We determined that the fraction of patients that need to be redirected
would be small. However, the patterns of interregional patient referrals can
be seen as an emerging property of the health care system national as well as
internationally. Reversing this trend may not be straight-forward. The (re)-
distribution of specialties, expert capacity, and equipment that currently is under
way is driven by economic considerations. Moreover, to allow for a more market
oriented behaviour in the health care sector, countries (such as England) prepare
league tables of hospital performance indices. This means that in the future more
patients will be admitted to specialist hospitals far away from their residence
or choose institutions in different geographical locations on the basis of their
performance index or maybe even in different countries. As recent as September
2013 a new EU directive opens the entire EU to cross border health care (EU
directive 2011/24/EU). This emergent pattern makes it hard to change patient
referral destinations, because they will be increasingly governed by choices and
incentives.

In order to effectively redirect patients, the health care landscape needs to
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be shaped in such a way that its users will logically follow. Unnecessary patient
transfers might be avoided by entrusting general practitioners, as the patient’s first
contact with individual management of patient health-care careers. Furthermore,
health management strategies need to understand incentives and disincentives
immanent to reimbursement schemes for the health care system as a whole, taking
the adverse effect of cross-collective and cross-border referrals into account.

7.1.3 Utilise network for monitoring

The national patient referral network can be utilised for monitoring the spread
of hospital-associated pathogens. In setting up a surveillance system, choosing a
specific set of hospitals will result in a significant reduction in the detection time.
Choosing a number of random hospitals would therefore stump the monitoring
efforts. The monitoring of hospital-associated pathogens can further be aided by
data available at national reference laboratories, through identifying clonal lineages
of public health importance, and directing interventions accordingly.

From the perspective of a national reference laboratory in the Netherlands,
many of the coincidental findings, from patients that were not included in one
of the risk categories set by the Werkgroep Infectie Preventie (WIP), originate
from –up to now– unknown reservoirs. Analytical epidemiological studies should
address or identify common risk factor for the patients colonised with this MRSA
of unknown origin (MUO), in order to improve the WIP guidelines. The WIP
guideline is for a large part developed to keep MRSA out of hospitals, by defining
patient risk categories, and prescribes the screening and pre-emptive isolation
of high risk patients to prevent the potentially present MRSA from spreading
through the hospital. MUOs can spark new outbreaks in hospitals; after all, the
patients are not pre-emptively isolated because they do not fall in one of the WIP
categories. An undetected outbreak can easily spread between hospitals and cause
more local outbreaks, underscoring the importance of identifying risk factors for
MRSA colonisation.

7.2 Conclusion

The number of therapeutic options to treat bacterial infections will quickly diminish
with the relentless increase of antibiotic resistance. Because almost no newly
developed antibiotics will be available in the near future, the mitigation of the
dispersal of resistance traits among bacterial pathogens is of increasing importance.
From the results presented in this thesis, we can derive a number of feasible action
points that will reduce the risk for a nation-wide dispersal of antibiotic resistant
clones of hospital-associated pathogens. (1) Direct investments in infection control
efforts to the hospitals that are most connected, i.e. central to the national hospital
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referral networks. (2) Coordinate infection control efforts regionally. (3) Leave
naturally evolved health-care collectives intact, keeping patients in their own region
as often as possible and refrain from creating supra-regional or national specialist
centres. (4) Set up a sentinel system based on the analysis of patient movements
between hospitals to quickly detect new hospital-associated pathogens or resistance
mechanisms. (5) Identify bacterial clones of public health importance by analysing
routinely-available data at national reference laboratories using molecular and
modern mathematical modelling approaches.
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